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Foresrry models often ignore spatial relationships between forest srands. This paper
isolates the effects of stand interactions in muitlpie-use
forestry through a straightforward
extension of the single-stand model. Effects of stand interactions decompose into wealth and
substitution effects and may cause time-varying patterns of resource use for a forest stand.
Simulations illustrate that a stand’s role, even in steady-state, may alternate an emphases on
timber with an emphasis on nontimber. Optimal management plans differ substantially.
depending on whether the manager values nonmarket goods from nelghbormg stands. The
model offers insights for improving heurtstlc
forest-level optimization models in current
usage.
0 1993 Academc Prcrr. Inc.

INTRODUCTION
Single-stand models of forest management. particularly analyses following
Faustmann [7] and Hartman 1121, are simultaneously criticized for oversimphfication and exploited for additional insights into forest economics (Bowes and
Krutilla [2, 33, Heaps [13], Paredes and Brodie 1261, Snyder and Bhattacharyya
[30]). The strength of single-stand analyses lies in analytical tractability and
intuitive clarity, while the weakness lies in disregarding stand interactions
paramount to the forest-level multiple-use problem. Developing an intuitive understanding of multiple use at the multi-stand or forest level remains an active area in
resource economics research. This paper enhances an intuitive understanding by
developing a single-stand, multiple-use model that incorporates interactions with
surrounding stands.
The present analysis lies as an intermediate behveen Hartman’s [12] analysis and
Bowes and Krutilla’s (2, 31 relatively comprehensive forest-level analyses. This
paper complements Bowes and Krutilla’s (2. 31 analysis by (i) focusing on a single
stand and its interactions with nearby stands and (ii) consistently retaining the
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locational identity of each stand. This approach enables a thorough analysis that
clarifies how stand interactions affect optimal harvest ages.
Evaluators of forest management plannin g target consideration of bio-physical
consequences and spatial or geographic relationships among stands 16, 9. 16, 21) as
weaknesses in the current analysis. In fact, some public land managers face a
volatile debate concerning the role of spatial interactions and the future of local
timber industries [lS. 331. The debate involves the mandate that public managers
optimize benefits of all types and whether that mandate admits impacts and
nontimber outputs from adjacent lands.
The model allows a fundamental analysis of these bio-physical and spatially
dependent consequences. Bowes and Krutilla [l-3] consider similar issues, but
emphasize the mix of stand ages within a whole forest. The present model is
complementary to that of Bowes and Krutilla because they too recognize that the
unharvested portions of the total forest may still impact a harvest decision.
However, this paper focuses on a single stand, explicitly tracks the harvest
decisions for a specific location. explicitly identifies the locations that impact a
specific stand, and thereby provides a direct and intuitive basis for understanding,
in more rigorous detail. many spbstantive.implications of stand interactions.
In this paper, the second section incorporates the condition of neighboring
stands directly into a single-stand model [I2]. The approach is loosely analogous to
disaggregating an industry (the total forest) into firms (the individual stands) in
order to evaluate external interactions among firms from the perspective of a
single firm. The third section presents simulation results based on data from the
Lolo
National Forest in western Montana. Results illustrate qualitive departure
from the analysis of a single stand in isolation. While a steady-state cycle arises,
the adjustment path is sensitive to initial conditions. The fourth section places the
present model in the context of some forest-level models in current use: for
example, the present model offers a tool to identify “adjacency constraints” [29]
consistent with landscape ecology [8, 321. The concluding section highlights the
potential contributions to forest management poiicy.
A SINGLE STAND IN THE FOREST
For ease of exposition, the anaIysis buiIds directiy from Hartman’s [12] simple
model that treats a stand’s outputs as independent of all other ‘stands and
dependent only on the age of the focal stand. In that case, Hartman showed that
the optimal rotation age balances the marginal benefits of delaying (MBD) a
harvest, in order to capture additional timber growth and nontimber flows, with
the associated marginal opportunity costs (MOC) from the delayed receipt of
timber revenues and benefits of all future rotations. The present model incorporates a measure of the condition or age of nearby stands but still focuses on the
rotation age for a specific stand that other locationally unique stands impact.
Starting with bare ground, the forest management objective remains to maximize
the net present value, N, of timber plus nontimber benefits produced through an
infinite series of rotations on a single-forest stand
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where T, is the age of the forest stand at the time of harvest i: timber benefits
equal the net price of timber, p, times the volume harvested, V; nontimber
benefits or amenity values flow at rate a([. 71. which depends on the age of the
stand. t, as well as the ages of neighboring stands, 7 (7 may represent a vector of
ages on several neighboring stands); and r is the appropriate discount rate.’ In (1).
the terms in braces { 1 quantifies the total benefits of one rotation in the stand,
discounted to the beginning of that rotation.”
Equation (1) extends the single-stand model by explicitly incorporating the ages
of neighboring stands, 7, as parameters of the amenity function. To clearly develop
the implications of this extension, the discussion assumes a dichotomous forest
with two stands, the focal stand modeled in (1) and a neighboring stand representing “the rest of the forest.” In this case, T represents the age of a single
neighboring stand (a scaIar).4 From the perspective of the focal stand, the
management pattern or rotation sequence on the neighboring’ stand remains
exogenous. The owner of each stand manages for timber plus any contribution that
nontimber outputs from their stand make to their own utility. For example. if the
neighboring owner considers only timber benefits. then the neighboring stand
would follow a Faustmann rotation plan. This model provides a simple foundation
for understanding forest models where all stand interactions become internal [3. 31.
From the exogenous rotation sequence on the neighboring stand. each age [
during rotation i for the focal stand corresponds to a particular age on the
neighboring stand, rti, t). The argument i in T(.) is shorthand for the management
history on the focal stand because real time (calendar time) covers all previous
rotations through the end of rotation i - 1. That is. the age I of the focal stand
dwing rotation i depends on all previous rotation ages.

(2)
where s’ is the actual (calendar) amount of time since management started and
i - 1 rotations are complete by s’. Figure la shdws 4. >, where a clearcut occurs
when the neighboring stand ages to :*; T(i, I) is piece-wise continuous with slope
one and TT(i - 1, T,- i> = ~(i, 0) along the continuous piecess
In (11, the benefits depend on the exogenous state variable 7, which may differ
after each harvest, so that, in general, any steady state is cyclical. Such a cyclical
steady state involves a repeating sequence of n harvest ages. {Tk, . . . , Ti+,}. where
the condition on the neighboring stand is the same before and after that harvest
sequence, r(k, 0) = dk + n I- 1.0).
Model (1) captures the effects of shifting the focal stand’s age relative to a
neighboring stand’s age (affects from a7). These effects become clear by decom‘If

act, T) = o(r) for all 7, then this model becomes Hanman’s

[12].

‘Some authors include regeneration and management costs (14. 15. 24, 28. XI], but this paper omits
such costs. These costs may alter the optimum rotation age(s).
but they do not affect the general
iiluslrarlon of the effects of stand interaclions.
‘However. the speck location of that neighboring stand affects Its lnteracuons with the focal stand,
so that ceteris paribus. a neighbormg stand on the south border would have differenr
effects than those
of any other stand wtthin the same ecosystem (such as one on the north border). The focal-neighbor
dichotomy is primarily an expositional convenience.
‘Often, the discusslon ignores points of dwonrinulr)i 1x1 ‘T
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F IG. 1. Relationship between the condition of the neighbormg stand 2nd the flow of amentry
benefits from the focal stand. The figure assumes that the IWO stands are subsrltutes as sources of
nontimber goods. (a) Focal stand age r relative to the neighboring stand age :(I. i) durmg focal rotal1on
i. (b, c) Example nontimber benefit functions on the focal stand, ~llustrattng the effects of a nelghboring
harvest occunmg at age I! on the focal stand.

posing the management problem (1) into a sequence of rotation decisions from
rotation i onward. To this end, define !V(:(i, 0))
the net present value of
rotations on the focal stand. valued just after harvest number i - 1 and given that
the state (age> ;(i, 0) on the neighboring stand exists at the start of rotation i on
the focal stand. Further, denote :V*(r(i, 0)) as the optimum vaiue of .V(r(i, O>>,
where this optimum obtains from the current decision. the choice of harvest age T,
for rotation i. In choosing the optimum age T,, the forest manager must account
for the impact of the current decision on the age of the neighboring stand,
r(i + l,O>, at the start of the next rotation. Then, one may represent the sequential decision process as a dynamic program [ll] that links the sequential optimization problems through the impacts on T.
3s

N*(:(i,O))

That is, taking each rotation in succession, the manager attempts to optimize the
contributions from the current rotation plus the benefits from future rotations.
The dynamic programming formulation (3) facilitates an explicit graphical and
empirical evaluation of stand interactions. From formulation (3), the necessary
condition for optimal rotation age T, is
pV,(T,) + a(T,,7(i,T,))
=pV,(T,)
= 0,

- rpV(T,) - rN*(7(i

+ a(T,,r(i,T,))

- rpV(T)

+ l,O)) + NT*(r(j i- ITO))

- rN*(7(i,T,))

+ N_*(r(i,T,))
(4)
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with the second-order sufficiency condition

when :,(i, T,) equals 1 and where the middle line of (4) uses the equality of
~(i + 1.0) and :(i, 7;).6 In (4) the last two terms quantify the impacts of the ith
harvest decision on the value of future rotations, with

capturing the opportunity cost of discounting future rotations and-with

NT*(.) = t

(6b)

k=lil

capturing the opportunity cost of shifting focal rotations relative to neighboring
rotations. Definitions (6) correspond to necessary conditions for (l), where discount factors (Y are defined for a subset of rotations.

Ly Y. z

= exp
i

-rg,
,‘” i

o_<y-l_<z<a,

(7)

with cry Y-, = 1 a n d CY~,,.~+~ . Q,,,,+~ : = aY = for any nonnegative integer s.
To mrther distinguish implications of s&d interactions on management of a
single stand, respectively define the marginal benefit of delay curve, MBD, and the
marginal opportunity cost of delay curve, MOC, by
l

MBD, = pV,(f) -I- a( t, r(i, t))

(gal

M O C , = vi,‘(r) + ~V*(r(i.r)) -A’;*(~(i,f))

(8b)

for rotation i on the focal stand of age 1. Then necessary condition (4) requires the
optimal harvest age, T,, to balance the marginal benefit of delay with the marginal
opportunity costs of delay, where the MOC of a delay includes the foregone return
on the immediate harvest i and on the timber plus nontimber benefits from all
future rotations (see (6)). The sufficiency condition (5) implies that, up to the
optimal age 7; in (4), MBD exceeds MOC.
Dynamic programming formulation (3) permits a graphical comparison of
marginai benefits and opportunity costs (8) for rotation age r (cf. Clark [51,
Nartman [12], Newman [24]). At the optimal ?;, condition (4) implies that MBD, =
MOC, and condition (5) iinplies that MOC, intersects MBD, from below.
“Pomts of disconrmulty III :(.I may force a harvest on the focal stand IO coincide wth a harvest on
the neIghborIng stand. In such a case, the optimum T will not sa~lsfv (4), but prbor 10 ihls optimum.
margmal benefli of delawng the harvest CMBD) exceeds the marglnal opportunity cost (MO0 of that
delay. while after this optimum, MOC exceeds MBD.
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for the Singie Stand

The single-stand focus, with condition (4), permits a geometric analysis of
management implications. The key lies in the relationship between amenity benefits a( .) and the condition of the rest of the forest, as represented by neighboring
age ;( .) (cf. Fig. la to Figs. lb and 1~). Figure lb illustrates amenity benefits that
rise with the stand’s age, such as scenic value or habitat for wildlife adapted to
old-growth forests. Figure Ic represents an opposite extreme where nontimber
benefits decrease with forest age. such as water yield or grazing. Several authors
iilustrate amenity functions that mix aspects portrayed here (3, pp. 110-111
et. seq.; 4; 10, pp. 79-84, 317-320: 311, but these extremes (Fig. 1) adequately
support discussion.
In Figs. lb and lc, amenity benefits from the single. focal stand and amenity
benefits on the neighboring stand are substitutes, with ai7 < 0. Accordingly, if
benefits rise with stand age, a harvest event on the neighboring stand causes an
upward shift in the flow of amenity benefits (Fig. lb) because after this harvest the
supply of amenity services from the neighboring stand drops so that the marginal
value of amenities from the focll stand rises. Similarly, if benefits fall with stand
age, harvesting nearby causes a downward shift in a( .> (Fig. Ic) because the supply
of amenities from the neighborin,0 stand increases so that the marginal value of
amenities from the focal stand fails. If stand interactions create a complementary
relationship, then the shifts in Figs. lb and lc would reverse. with aIT > 0. Shifts in
amenity benefits quantify the effects of nearby harvesting on the scarcity of
nontimber services in the geographic area surrounding the focai stand.
Now consider the singie-stand management for the case where amenity benefits
rise with stand age (al(.) > 0) and the stands are substitutes in production of
amenity values (a,,(.> < 0: Fig. lb). Here, MBD, simply includes the addition to
timber benefits at age r, pV,(.), plus the amenity flow at t: meanwhile, MOC,
includes the direcr opportunity cost of delaying timber benefits from the ith
rotation and delaying all benefits from future rotations. r{pV(-) t N*(;, ;(i, 7;))),
plus the cost of a reduced flow of future nontimber benefits due to a marginal shift
in the rotation sequence on the focal stand relative to the exogenous sequence on
the neighboring stand. {-NT*). The direction of change in the value of future
nontimber benefits-that is, the sign of IV?*-depends on the sign of a,(.) (see (4)
and (6)). Therefore, with amenities rising with stand age and substitutability
between stands, -A’,* represents an opportunity cost of delay in addition to those
opportunity costs present when stands produce nontimber benefits independently.
Here, because a harvest delay implies that the neighboring stand will be marginally
older during future rotations, a decision to delay the current harvest implies that
the future flow of nontimber benefits from the focal stand will be lower.
Figure 2 illustrates the implications of stand interactions with nontimber benefits rising with stand age and substitutability between stands. In Fig. 2, if the
neighboring stand is nor clearcut during rotation i, MBD* and MOCO, respectively, identify the curves defined by (8). In this case, the intersection of MBD* and
MOCO determines the optimum age for rotation i at point A (Fig. 2). However, if
the neighboring stand is ciearcut while the focal stand is at some age. f,, then
MBDi and MOC, shift to MBD’ and MOC’ after tl in Fig. 2 (cf. Figs. la and lb).
These shifts in MBD and MOC occur because aT( .) < 0 and the neighboring
clearcut causes a nonmarginal decline in T(.). After a neighboring clearcut, MBD’

;
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FIG. 2. Example solutions of the single-stand model for the optimal rotation age z, assuming
nontlmber benefits as in Fig. lb. At the optimum 7’,, the marginal benefit of delay equals the marginal
opportunity COSI of delay (MBD = MOC), where superscrIpt- denotes curves when the neighbormg
stand is not ciearcut by focal age I ,. Note In panel a that a larger wealth effect could cause MOC’ to
intersect MBD’ at D rarher rhnn at C.

and MOC’ may determine the optimum age for rotation i, such as at point C
(Figure Za).
The total differential of the optimum age 7; reflects these shifts in marginal
conditions as
dr, = [l/~';t,(i,O)j

{-u: -+ (rN7*(i

+ 1.0) - N,T(i + l,o>)]

'dr>

(9)

where N& is negative by the second-order condition on an optimum rotation age.
From (91, one sees formally that the impact of stand interactions on the optimum
rotation age decomposes into two rypes of impacts, analogous to the substitution
and income effects from utiliry theory. The substitution effect. indicated by -uT,
encourages managers to increase the rotation age, because -a,. is positive when
standr are substitutes and d;/N& is positive when the neighboring stand is
clearcut. By increasing the rotation age. managers increase the separation in age
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between the focal stand and its neighbor, thereby mitigating lad scarcity of
nontimber benefits. In contrast. however, the “income” or wealth effect. indicated
bv r/V_* - N7:, discourages managers from increasing the focal stand’s rotation
aie, because, formally, this term is negative for substitutable stands. Informaily,
the wealth effect discourages a harvest delay because the neighboring clearcut
(dr < 0) increases the present value of future nontimber benefits on the focal
stand. thereby raising the opportunity cost of deiaying the receipt of those benefits.
In generai. a clearcut on the neighboring stand may either decrease or increase the
rotation age T,. Figure 2 illustrates three cases.
Using point B in Fig. 2a helps iilustrate the substitution and wealth effects. First.
a neighboring ciearcut raises the vaiue of the focai stand in producing nontimber
benefits locally (Fig. lb). Thus, the neighborin,0 clearcut causes the marginal
benefits of delaying the current harvest to rise (MBD shifts up>, and the optimum
rotation age increases from A to B (Fig. ?a) as the demand for nontimber benefits
shifts to the focal stand. substituting away from thp: neighboring stand. The change
from A to B is analogous to a substitution effect. Simultaneously, the future value
of nontimber from the focal stand increases, thereby increasing the present value
of wealth associated with the focal stand and increasing the marginal opportunity
cost of a harvest. This wealth”effect causes the optimum rotation age to decrease
from B to C in Fig. 23.
As shown, Fig. 2a ihustrates a situation where the substitution effect exceeds the
wealth effect. However. the wealth effect may exceed the substitution effect
whenever point A occurs after the neighboring clearcut (after focal stand age ii>
and the shifts in marginai conditions cause MOC’ and MBD’ to intersect at an
earlier age. such as at a point like D (Fig. 23).
Figure 2b illustrates the second case, where the solution for an optimum
rotation age T, may not be unique. Here, a loca1 optimum occurs both before
(point A) and after (point C) the anticipated clearcut on the neighboring stand. If
delaying until C provides a positive net present value (discounted sum of MBD MOC exceeds zero. based on empirical analysis), then ending the rotation at C
rather than A is globally optimal; otherwise, A dominates C.
The third case (Fig. 3) illustrates that, if a discontinuity in the condition of the
neighboring stand occurs late enough, the current rotation may have no optimum
after the neighboring clearcut. Effectively, the discontinuity causes points A and C
to coincide, because the wealth effect is great enough to push the optimum age
back before the neighboring clearcut at age 1, on the focal stand. If the neighboring clearcut had occurred earlier than shown in Fig. 2c, MBD’ and MOC’ might
have satisfied the necessary conditions, resulting in a case such as that in Fig. 2b.
In some cases (not illustrated), management of the neighboring stand might
motivate more dramatic shifts in management of the focal stand. First, if MOCO
exceeds MBD’ everywhere, then optimal management may set the rotation age at
zero, holding the focal stand as a forest opening for wildlife (e.g., [ZO]). However, if
a neighboring cfearcut is anticipated at t,, then MOCf and MBD! might satisfy
the necessary conditions. Like Fig. 2b, this case involves two local optima, but with
a more dramatic difference between the two optimal ages, one at (or near> age
zero with the second at a much aider age. Thus, the manager might maintain a
“forest opening” temporarily, perhaps for several (degenerate) “rotations.” Then,
once the neighboring harvests are more favorably staggered. the focai manager
might resume timber production.
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Second, conditions (not illustrated) may exist under which nontimber benefits
encourage maintaining the focal stand as mature forest, with MBD’ exceeding
MOC’ everywhere so that “point A” occurs at a high, possibly infinite, age:
however, a neighboring clearcut could cause MBD’ to intersect MOC’ from above
so that a local optimum “point C” occurs at a smaller, finite age. These conditions
might re-open a focal stand of “wilderness” for timber production.
Management on the focal stand might follow any sequence of harvests involving
one or more of the above cases. The optimal sequence depends on how clearcuts
on “the rest of the forest” are staggered, temporally and spatially, relative to the
flow of timber and nontimber benefits from the focal stand. When stand interactions are significant. the single stand may alternate the character, quality, or
quantity of both its timber and its nontimber outputs. This alternation might
involve rotations that produce pulpwood, later rotations that produce sawtimber,
and other rotations that involve early clearcuts with minor timber benefits. This
simple model offers an intuitive, yet rigorous, framework that maintains the
location-specific implications of stand interactions. The next section illustrates the
model using simulation results.

TIMBER AND WILDLIFE FORAGE CASE STUDY
The case study examines the production of both forage biomass and timber. For
simplicity, the analysis assumes that two landowners each hold one of two stands of
equal size, the focal stand and the neighboring stand. The neighboring landowner
manages for timber alone, prescribing a Faustmann rotation plan. In contrast, the
focal landowner values both forage and timber. This scenario is analogous to
situations faced by public managers in intermingled ownerships. In particular. one
may imagine a case where a public ownership abuts a stand owned by a private,
industrial timber corporation.
In the case study. the return to forage on the focal stand depends on the total
forage production on both stands (a = act, r>). The focal stand’s manager values
forage production consistently with a wildlife production scenario, where big game
require both forage and cover. The two stands define the relevant geographic area.
Forage and cover are inversely related, so that maximum forage production implies
minimum cover. The value of forage is net of the value of cover units. Also, the
marginal value. f, per unit of forage decreases as availability of forage rises,
increasingly displacing cover.
Simulation Procedure
One cannot solve the manager’s objective (1) using a convenient “representative
rotation,” as in the Faustmann-Hartman case. A practical alternative is to use
forward dynamic programming [ll, pp. 270-2731, terminating the dynamic program upon achieving a cyclical steady state.
To implement a dynamic programming algorithm, define R(r(i, 0)) a s t h e
present value of returns from rotation i, measured in dollars at the start of the
rotation and given the neighboring stand age T(i.0); that is. R(.) simply denotes
the sum of timber and nontimber benefits from rotation i, incorporating only the
terms in braces in Eq. (1). Then one may segregate the rotations into an initial
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sequence and a sequence that comprises a cyclical steady state and thereby rewrite
objective (1) as

(lOa>
t R( ;(k +

k - l

i, 0))

CYk,k-,-I

where the first k - 1 rotations precede the steady state, the second term in (lob)
quantifies the present value of all rotations occurring after the steady-state cycie
begins, and the iy ‘s summarize discount factors as defined in (7). The steady-srate
cycle begins with the k th rotation and involves rz harvests, with the condition of
the neighboring stand identical at the beginning and end of the steady-state cycle,
s o dk,O) = Tfk + n + l.O).+Therefore, the second summation term in (lob)
quantifies the present value of a single iteration through the steady-state Lycie.
valued at the beginning of that cycie; this value repeats so that the discount factor
in the denominator (i.e., 1 - cam.+,,) converts that value to present value for an
infinite time horizon. Thus, the last term in (lob) is analogous to the “representative rotation“ format of the independent-stands mode1 [7, 121. The single-stand
focus enables both this simple formulation (10) and explicit calculation of the
cyclical steady state.
Upon confirming the steady state’s beginning, the forward dynamic programming algorithm for (lob) simply adds the value of the last term in (lob) to the value
of the first k - 1 rotations. Since appiied dynamic programs must increment stand
ages in finite intervals, in practice a cyclical steady state will occur in a finite,
though possibly large. number of program steps. Results reported below derive
from a dynamic program with the minimum increment in stand ages set to one
year, thereby approximating a continuous-time solution reasonably well.’ That
program numerically evaluates the integrand for nontimber benefits, a component
of R( .) given explicitly in (l), using an extended trapezoidal rule with a fractional
precision of 0.0001 for convergence within 16 steps [27, p. 1111.
Empirical Rasti

The case study relies on data used for planning analyses on the Lo10 National
Forest in western Montana (see Swallow et al. [31]). The timber model assumes
zero marketable volume if t 2 20 and then follows a logistic growth function
V ( t ) = K/(1 + en-*‘),

t > 20,

(11)

where K is a carrying capacity of 15.055 thousand board feet per acre (mbf/acre)
and the parameters R and 0 are 6.1824 and 0.0801, respectiveiy [31]. The forage
‘Bowes and Kruttlla
program practtcal.

[l-3] used a mintmum

age

increment of 30 years to make thetr dynamic
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production function is
g(i) =

DC, .

f .

Cb].[,

(12)

where quantity g is measured as animal-unit-months (aurn) per year. with parameters b, and 6, equal to 0.0770 and 0.0850. respectively [31]. Forage production
rises to a peak at age 12 and then asymptotically fails to zero.
The simulation holds timber prices, p. constant at $60.00 per mbf. consistent
with the role of either timber stand in a competitive timber market. However, the
value of forage for wildlife depends on local ecological conditions as well as on the
value of game to hunters. Thus. the simulation assumes that the marginal value, f,
of forage follows the function
f(

f,

;)

=

f.

e--r-lKv)-K~~)l,

l
(13)

where the parameter f0 represents the upper limit on the value of forage and the
parameter I- represents the rate at which valuation adjusts to the availability of
forage for wildlife in this geographic area. In an actual application, the parameters
in (13) reflect a combination of demand for hunting sites with various forage/cover
ratios, perhaps derived from demand for wildlife and wildlife’s response to forage
and cover supplies. The simulations assume parameters f, and T are $30,/sum
and 2, respectively, yielding marginal forage values between S8.00 and $29.00 per
aum over a plausible range of ages I and :.
The simulation exercise combines the forage production function (12) and the
marginal valuation function (13) to define three different amenity benefit functions. Each amenity benefit function illustrates a different form of production
externalities. pertaining to the forest manager’s ability to appropriate nontimber
benefits or pertaining to the nature of stand interactions. For each of the three
amenity functions, Fig. 3 maps iso-value lines as a function of the ages of the two
stands.
l

b

FIG. 3. Iso-value lines for amenity benefits for three cases. based on the forage growth fUnCflOn
(12) and value functron (13). The cases are defined in the text for Eqs. (14)~(161, with the degree to
which the focal manager considers wldlife benefits from the neighboring stand as follows: (a) Focal
wildlife only, a(r. 7) = g(t) ./(I, 7); fb) full wldlife. ati. :I = [R(I) + g(r)] -f(f, T); (cf partial wldlife
of netghbor. a([, :) = (g(r) 1 ig(r)] -/(I. 7). Numerical labels on the iso-value lines Indicate the dollar
value flow of nontlmber benefits. u( 1.
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In the first case, the owner of the focal stand benefits only from forage actually
produced on the focal stand, although the neighboring stand affects the scarcity
vaiue of wildlife forage. This situation generates the case “focal wildlife only,” with

a(r,r) =s(r) .f(f,;),

(14)

which ranges from SO.12 to over $5.00 per acre per year over a plausible range of
stand ages i and T (Fig. 3a). In this case, Fig. 3a shows that higher forage benefits
occur when the focal stand is relatively young.
In the second case, some relationships behveen landowners might allow the
focal landowner to appropriate nontimber benefits from both stands. For example,
wildlife may roam evenly across the stands or the neighbor may grant the
focal landowner free access to hunt. Alternatively, a public agency may own the
focal stand and strive to maximize market returns from the public land plus
the total nonmarket benefits across the forest, as is consistent with efficiency
arguments for public forest management with externalities (e.g., 1191). This situation generates the case of “full wildlife.” with

.(r,;),- [g(t) i g(7)] .f(f,T).

(15)

Figure 3b illustrates wildlife benefit function (151, showing high forage values when
either stand is young.
In the third case, the focal landowner may obtain partial benefit from forage on
the neighboring stand, perhaps due to a nonuniform pattern of habitat use by
wildlife. Since wildlife are a fugitive resource, hunters may not require physical
access in order to benefit partially from neighboring forage. This case is “partial
wildlife from neighbor,” with
u(t,7) = [ g ( t ) + 0 . 5 -g(r)] .f(t,r).

(16)

In (16), forage on the neighboring stand is equivalent to only half an aum on the
focal stand, an arbitrary choice selected for illustrative purposes only. Figure 3c
illustrates benefit function (16), which values younger ages on the focal stand more
heavily than under focal wildlife only (Fig. 3a).
The simulations evaiuate objective (10) using the Forest Service’s standard
discount rate of 0.04. To examine the influence of initial conditions, simulations
determine management plans for a range of initial ages on the neighboring stand,
r(l,O> E {O. 15.30, 45,60). Finally, consistent with the selected parameters and the
neighbor’s timber-only management, simuiations assume neighboring clearcuts
always occur at age 76.
For comparison, one could caiculate t h e “Hartman rotation age>’ 1121 for
multiple use on an independent stand. For that case, Swallow et nf. [31] show that,
with a constant forage value of 520 per aum, these data imply a global optimum at
73 years, with a second local optimum at 26 years. These “Hartman ages”
represent the independent-stand model in the sense that $20 approximates the
mid-range of forage values used here for f<r, 7-1 in (13)~(16).

Results
Results are displayed in Table I. Table I reveals that single-stand management
with stand interactions may produce a range of qualitatively different harvest
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TABLE I
Optimal Programs for the Focal Stand for Three Cases of Wildlife Benefit
Functions and Various imtial Conditions on the Neighborzng Stand”
- ~~
-~-~.~~
Neighbor’s age
Initial age on
Transition
Steady-state
at cycle’s start
neighbor’s stand
sequence
CyCle*
(:(k, 0).
CT,. i < kY
(T(1.0))
t1,, 1 t k)
:ik An i l,O),...)
Case 1: Focal wildlife only
26

26666967

15

28 67 6R

2(,666967

26

30

None

i6676867

30

45

63 24

26 6168

67

56

60

30 28

26

666967
-

42

Case 2 : Full wildlife
2174

71 75

1.5

23 71 12 7 2

77 75

30

None

45

67 74 71 12

7; 75

60

6868 6 9 73 71 72

7175
-

0

26

.

=

16

Case 3: Partial wildlife of neighbor
29

25 68 72 Ii 72 71

29

15

2771

37

30

11

2 5 68 72 72 12 11
25 6872 7272 71

45

None

4s

60

67 67 71

25 68 72 72 72 71

2 5 68 72 72 72 II
-

25
31

“Ali values in years. The nelghbormg stand is cut on a Faustmann rotation of 76 years.
‘An underbar indicates the first rotation following the transition sequence.
‘The steady-state cycle begins with the krh rotation and lasts for n rotations, where. for each
row. k - 1 is the number of rotalIon ages listed in the second column and n is the number of
rotation ages listed in the third column.
.

plans, depending on the initial conditions and on the manager’s wildlife benefits.
First, any number of rotations might constitute the transition to the steady-state
cycle. Second, since the neighboring stand follows the Faustmann rotation plan,
the steady-state cycle must cover a multiple of 76 years. Third, the transition
sequence and the steady state might inciude rotations that produce sawtimber,
with ages near the Faustmann age, and rotations that emphasize nontimber. with
rotations substantially shorter than the Faustmann age (but. not surprisingly. near
the second local optimum Hartman age). Fourth. for each wildiife benefit function,
the steady-state cycles are similar across the range of initial conditions for :.
For each case, Fig. 4 portrays how a steady-state cycle staggers focal harvests
with neighboring harvests. In Fig. 4, diagonal lines track the ages of both stands
through that cycle, with clearcuts causing discontinuities. Figure 4 overlays this age
track on the iso-value lines for wildlife (Fig. 3).
Focal wildlife only. In the first case (14): the steady-state cycles (Table I)
produce sawtimber for three rotations, which are shorter than the comparable
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FIG. 4. Overlay of se!ected steady-state cycles on the iso-value lines for wtldlife in each stmulated
case (Table I). (a) Focal widlife only, ib) full wtldlife, (cJ parttal wtldlife of neighbor. The diagonal line
segments show the age of the focal stand relative to the age of the nerghbortng stand durmg a
steady-state qcle. Followtng the upper-rtght
end of the diagonal segments. the vertxal and horizontal
dashed lines indicate an instantaneous fall in one stand’s age due to a c!earcut of that stand.

Faustmann or Hartman ages. and emphasize wiidlife forage with poletimber for a
fourth. very short. rotation. Tho transition sequence may establish the steady state
with either long or short rotations (Table I).
Furthermore, in this case. Fig. 3a shows (for Al. 0) = 0. 15. or 60: Table Ij8 that
steady-state harvests are staggered to mitigate for periods of low forage availability. For the three longer rotations in this steady state (those rotations reaching
higher on the r-axis), the focal stand is moving out of the young ages of high forage
output as the neighboring stand is clearcut and becomes the forage producer, so
that a sawtimber harvest is timed to impose a relatively low opportunity cost of
foregone wildlife forage’ (Fig. 4a>. The advantage of staggering is clearly revealed
by the timing of the short. 26-year rotation. which starts and ends while the
neighboring stand is in “middle age” (26 < ; < 52). During that short rotation the
focal stand produces amenities under conditions of high value, generally a( .> > 3
(Fig. 4a). Moreover, this timing sets the three longer rotations so that, during their
first several ( < 26) years, the focal stand produces forage under conditions of even
higher value, with a(.) > 3 and often a( .> > 4 (Fig. 4a).
Full wildlife. In the second case (1.5). the steady-state cycle mimics timber-only
management, but rhti pian may mitigate for cover deficits on neighboring (private)
land by including rotations longer than the timber-only optimum (Table I, Fig. 4b).
In this case, the average, steady-state rotation is longer, allowing managers to
capture wildlife forage benefits avaiIable when the focal stand is relatively old but
its neighbor is young, and vice versa (Fig. 4b). Still, the transition sequence varies
greatly with the initial condition of the neighboring stand.
Partial wildlife from neighbor. In the third case (16), the steady-state cycle
includes one wildlife-poletimber rotation and five sawtimber rotations that are
four to eight years shorter than the Faustmann age (Table I). The transition may
emphasize either wildlife or timber (Table I>. In steady state. the manager staggers
“These stmuiattons produce the same steady-state sequence: however, the “first” rotatton in that
sequence may differ for different values of Y( 1.0).
*The ciearcut occurs so that i = 0 when 7 IS at early mtddle age so a(.) wtll be mostly above
rso-value 3 tn the next. focal rotatton:

see Fig. Ja.
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production of wildlife forage and cover so that the neighboring harvests occur as
the focal stand enters older ages. The manager again accomplishes the
wildlife-poletimber rotation when wildlife opportunities are high. thereby setting
the five longer rotations so that their first several (6 31) years also occur while
forage values are consistently high (a(.) 2 4; Fig. 4~). Relative to the focal-wildlife-only case, the “ridge” of high wildlife benefits is broader across ages on the
neighboring stand, as long as the focal stand is young (compare portions of Figs. 3a
and 3c where ; > 20 and t < 30). This type of wildlife value function allows
managers more flexibility to fine tune a multiple-use plan. Therefore, the more
complicated steady state in Fig. 4c is less surprising.
Comparison across the three cases reveals a fifth, generic result: in thir case
study, as wildlife benefits show a progressively less well-defined ridge of high value
(order Fig. 3 as 3b, 3a. 3~). the steady state becomes more complicated (Fig. 4) as
.
managers optimize the plan.

RELATION TO FOREST-LEVEL MANAGEMENT AND MODELS
The foregoing illustrates the model where management on a neighboring stand
remains exogenous. The basic analytical process does nor rely on the assumption
of Faustmann management by the neighbor or the particular type of nontimber
benefits. While this approach is useful for many pohcy contexts, future research is
needed to extend the model for application where a single manager controls
several stands. Such an extension is straightforward, conceptually,‘” but the “curse
of dimensionality” may constrain applications.
Bowes and Krutilla (B-K) 12. 31 offer one type of extension to the forest level.
However, the present model, aside from its single-stand scope. is distinct because
it ciearly attributes stand interactions to specific locations. This distinction is
subtle, but significant. First. the B-K conceptual model optimizes the distribution
of ages throughout the forest. A single age-class may incorporate one or several
nonadjacent stands. Second, for empirical illustfations, B-K define a dynamic
program that retains the locational identity of stands. However, as with their
conceptual model, only the mix of stand ages determines the nontimber benefits.
independent of location 13, p. 1331. The age-class approach obscures substitution
and wealth effects relevant to the plan-implementation levei. Bowes and Krutiila
help managers optimize a forest’s age class distribution, while the single-stand
model provides additional insights to improve plan implementation.
“The forest-level objective function simply indexes rotation ages and the vector of “neighboring”
ages for the applicable stand. Based on (lOa). the objective becomes N = max tr,,, +rs ,ZT- ,R,(+, 0))
CX~.~,~-~, where s Indexes the locatIon-specific stands; S stands constitute the forest: T,, substitutes for
T throughout the paper, including the definition of u in (7); 2 is a vector of ages for stands affecting
stand s; and s ranges up to stand S t P. where P is the number of relevant stands outstde the
manager’s control. The B-K model could be extended slmilariy by indexing elements of thezr age-class
vector for location. However, stnce B-K I?. 31 determine optimal acreages to harvest, their model may
fractionate locations, which may be difficult to formulate wtthin their notatron, and which motivates
heurtsttc approaches 117, 15, 291 to optimizmg plans for operar~~nul implementation on stands. Again.
the difference between this more general model and a more genera1 B-K model IS subtle. Hopetully,
the present approach facilitates
intuItwe comprehension of stand interactions and consideration
of
lands in adjacent ownerships. Lastly, the optimaiity conditions for the extended model would include
terms for feedback of each i-,, on future T,,‘s for the other stands (left to the reader).
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Bowes and Krutilla [l-3] offer conceptual breadth and. especially, major practical advantages for optimizin g at the forest level. Meanwhile, the single-stand
model suffers some oversimplifications. However, like its predecessors, this singlestand model offers important conceptual advantages.
First, the single-stand model provides an intuitive expianation for forest-level
considerations, especially concerning inter-stand trade-offs associated with substitution and wealth effects. Second, results are highly specific. revealing many
forest-level impacts on management of a single stand and indicating the harvest
scheduie for a specific location. Third. the focal-stand approach offers insights to
criteria for staggering neighboring harvests. Fourth, the model anticipates unresoived policy issues, at both conceptual and empirical (operational and plan-implementation) levels.
Conceptually, the model may motivate a framework for analysis of a two-person
game, where each player owns one stand. WhiIe a two-stand model might still limit
applications, a game-theoretic analysis might offer insights for negotiating cooperative agreements that encourage neighboring public and private landowners to
optimize multiple-forest benefits. IMunro
[22, 231 offers examples for renewable
resources, especially fisheries.
Empirically, the model may iffer insights for forest managers who currently rely
on heuristic methods to optimize a forest-level plan. For example, Raise [29]
develops an approach to constrain timber-only optimization so that a minimum
time separates adjacent harvests and promotes nontimber values. The present
model permits assessment of the optimal staggering of neighboring harvests.
thereby offering insights that might help managers select adjacency constraints.
The model also offers a tool with which heuristic foresr-level models might
incorporate landscape ecology [8. 321. Landscape ecologists suggest that interactions between any two stands may depend on ages of still other, nearby stands,
dependencies that could be captured if 7 represents a vector of stand ages. For
example, two stands may interact significantly only when a third, intervening stand
provides habitat appropriate to a wildlife corridor [8: 321. One might also assess
such concerns by modeiing the single stand when neighboring management affects
a measure of spatial pattern (321 that, in turn, represents “the condition of the rest
of the forest.” These types of analysis, and their potential policy contributions,
arise from the model’s simple and explicit tie between the stand-level harvest
decision and the stand’s locational identity.
The case with both muitipie ownership and multipie resource production demands further extensions to adequately capture its complexity. Managers of public
lands, in this case, often use linear programming (LP) 117, 251 to coordinate
multiple, independent, single-stand problems, with constraints intended to promote nontimber services. However, by using Fautmann-Hartman
analytics to
define the complement of management activities allowed for each stand (i.e., the
columns in the LP matrix), that standard approach overlooks stand-level substitution and wealth effects, with concomitant losses.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a single-stand model that allows for interactions with
neighboring stands within the forest. The model provides a simple, intuitively
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tractable approach to the multiple-use, multi-stand forestry problem. Results show
that stand interactions, by creating substitution and wealth effects, may lead
managers to alter harvest schedules by shifting the schedule on one stand relative
to the schedule on a neighboring stand, thereby gaining from the substitutability of
alternative stands that produce nontimber services. Optimal management may
allocate a stand to different roles over time, rotating a stand’s emphasis across
subsets of timber and nontimber benefits, rather than establishing a more speciaiized, time-invariant use. Simulations illustrate timing of sequential. neighboring
harvests to capture higher nontimber values.
The focal-stand approach to stand interactions elucidates analysis of the critical
spatial dimension of forest management. Although simple. the analysis provides a
rich collection of results. First the optimal program is, generally. a sequence of
nonconstant rotations. Second, the condition of the adjacent stand(s), and expectations regarding its management, have a dramatic impact on management prescriptions in the short run. Third, the form of the stand interactions, including
managers’ objectives relative to nonmarket contributions from adjacent land (e.g.,
wildlife, biodiversity, or visual quality), may alter the optimal plan dramatically.
The focal-stand approach enables development of these results in surprising depth.
Finally, standard pianning techniques for public lands fail to account for
management on adjacent lands, despite widespread private impacts on public
lands. Planning analysis that considers management on private lands might improve public benefits over the current responses, such as ad hoc moratoria on
public land management [18, 331.
Simiiariy, managers of private nonindustrial forests likely consider conditions on
adjacent lands. For example, hunting clubs may choose whether to harvest timber
based, in part, on whether neighboring lands already provide cover or whether
those lands provide forage. The typical Faustmann-Hartman analyses fail to
capture such important aspects of the real complexity of forest management.
Future research might resolve further the model’s potential contribution to
conceptual and empirical policy applications. However, the single-stand model
above, with its consideration of neighboring florest conditions and its explicit
linkage between the stand-level harvest decision and the stand’s locational identity,
offers an opportunity to develop intuitive insights that are elusive with more
realistic and less tractable forest-level optimization models.
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